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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the problem of moving
target detection in distributed multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) radar under the assumption of non-homogeneous environment. In particular, we assume the spatial heterogeneous
clutter, i.e., clutter reflections from different range bins to be
independent and the clutter power changes from one cell to
another. Even under the same test cell, the clutter components
associated with different transmit-receive pairs are dissimilar due
to the azimuth-selective back-scattering of the non-homogeneous
clutter. A new method for estimating the non-homogeneous
clutter for every transmit-receive pair in a distributed MIMO
radar is developed. For each transmit-receive path, the nonhomogeneous clutter is modeled as a linear combination of
appropriately selected basis vectors. The clutter component is
adaptively estimated based on maximizing the clutter power and
maximally rejecting the power associated with target reflections.
A generalized-likelihood ratio test (GLRT) for moving target
detection is also developed. Simulations are provided to demonstrate the performance improvement of the proposed GLRT over
existing techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed sensing technologies and sensor networks enable
receiving radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic signals that
are either scattered by, or transmitted from, objects of interest
[1]. During the last decade, multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) radar networks have attracted substantial interest [2]–
[8]. Active MIMO radar networks employ widely dispersed
antennas to transmit and receive orthogonal waveforms. This
allows the overall system to view the target simultaneously
from several different directions. The problem of target detection in Gaussian noise using distributed MIMO radar networks
has been well investigated [9]–[11]. However, in practical scenarios, the target return is usually observed in the background
of noise, clutter, interference, and possibly jamming.
The problem of target detection in the presence of homogeneous clutter/interference using distributed MIMO radar
networks has been recently investigated (see, e.g., [12], and
references therein). The moving target detector reported in
[12] is computationally demanding as it requires evaluating
a highly non-linear and non-convex function on a multidimensional grid using exhaustive search methods. The problem of moving target detection in spatially non-homogeneous
clutter environments has been considered in a number of recent
papers [13]–[18]. Non-homogeneous clutter arise in practice
because multistatic transmit receive configurations usually

result in non-stationary clutter across resolution cells [19]. In
addition, in distributed MIMO radar networks, the azimuthselective back-scattering of the clutter may casue the clutter
power to vary significantly from one transmit-receive pair to
another even for the same range bin [1]. An elegant approach
for moving target detection using distributed MIMO radar
networks in spatially non-homogeneous clutter environments
was introduced in [13] where a simple discrete clutter model
was assumed and a generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT)
based detector was developed. In this paper, we develop a
moving target detection technique with robustness to highly
non-stationary environments. In this respect, we propose a
method for adaptive estimation of the clutter component of
each transmit-receive path. Then, a GLRT-based technique for
moving target detection is developed. The performance of the
proposed technique is assessed in terms of probability of target
detection and false alarm rates.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
distributed MIMO radar signal model. The non-homogeneous
clutter characterization model is given in Sec. III. In Sec. IV,
the proposed moving target detector is developed. Simulation
results are given in Sec. V, and conclusions are drawn in
Sec. VI.
II. S IGNAL M ODEL
Consider a distributed MIMO radar system comprising Mt
widely separated cooperative transmit antennas and Mr widely
separated receive antennas. Without loss of generality, it is
assumed that all transmit and receive elements are mounted
on stationary platforms in a two-dimensional space, e.g.,
x−y plane. The transmit antennas are used to probe a common
area of interest using multiple orthogonal waveforms [4],
[13], [20]. Each transmit antenna radiates a succession of
N periodic pulses over a coherent processing interval (CPI).
At each receiver, a bank of Mt matched filters is employed
during each radar pulse to extract the signals associated with
each transmit-receive path. For each transmit-receive pair, the
matched-filtering process is typically performed for a number
of range bins. Here, we consider only one range bin and restrict
our attention to the corresponding slow-time data, i.e., data
sampled at the pulse repetition rate.

For each transmit-receive pair, N slow-time samples are
stacked in one column vector. Therefore, the N×1 signal vector
associated with the ij th transmit-receive pair is modeled as
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i = 1, . . . , Mt , j = 1, . . . , Mr , (1)

where rij denotes the signal vector associated with the moving
target return, cij denotes the vector of the clutter return, and
zij is the additive Gaussian noise vector with zero-mean and
covariance σz2 IN , and IN denotes the N ×N identity matrix.
In (1), the target return can be expressed as
rij = αij a(fij ),

i = 1, . . . , Mt , j = 1, . . . , Mr ,

(2)
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where αij denotes the unknown complex amplitude which
summarizes the propagation environment through the ij th
transmit-receive path, fij is the Doppler frequency associated
with the ij th transmit-receive pair, and a(fij ) is the temporal
steering vector.
Consider a hypothetical moving target with velocity v ,
(vx , vy ), where vx and vy are the velocity components along
the x- and y-axes, respectively. The corresponding Doppler
frequency is defined as [13]


1
vx cos θi + cos φj + vy sin θi + sin φj , (3)
fij =
λ
where θi and φj denote the spatial angles of the ith and j th
transmit and receive elements with respect to the positive xaxis, respectively, and λ is the wavelength of the carrier. In
(2), the N ×1 temporal steering vector is defined as
h
iT
a(fij ) = 1, e−2πFij , . . . , e−2πFij (N −1) ,
(4)
√
where  , −1 and Fij , fij Tp is the normalized Doppler
frequency and Tp denotes the pulse repetition interval (PRI).
A. Problem Statement
The N ×1 signal vector (1) can be rewritten as
xij = αij a(fij ) + χij ,

Doppler spectrum

xij = rij + cij + zij ,

i = 1, . . . , Mt ; j = 1, . . . , Mr , (5)

where χij , cij + zij is the expected return in the absence
of a target of interest, i.e., the return consists of interference
plus noise. The problem of interest can be stated as follows.
Given the N × 1 observation vectors xij , i = 1, . . . , Mt , j =
1, . . . , Mr , the objective is to detect the absence/presence of
a moving target in a certain test cell, i.e., a target with a
hypothetical velocity v. This can be stated by the hypothesis
test:
H0 : xij = χij ,

(6)

H1 : xij = αij a(fij ) + χij ,

(7)

where hypothesis H0 corresponds to the absense of target
while hypothesis H1 means the target is present. Our goal is
to develop a robust technique to solve the hypothesis testing
problem (6)–(7) without the use of seconday data (in range).

Fig. 1. Clutter PSD for different transmit-receive pairs with different clutter
internal velocities.

III. C LUTTER C HARACTERIZATION
The clutter term cij summarizes reflections due to stationary
objects such as buildings and slow moving targets such as
grass and forest. Therefore, the clutter occupies the low
frequency band of the Doppler spectrum. We assume that, for
every transmit-receive path, the clutter is characterized by its
Doppler power spectral density (PSD) [1], [13]
2

2

f λ
Pij λ
− D
Sij (fD ) = √
e 8σv2 ,
2 2πσv;ij

(8)

where fD is the Doppler frequency variable, Pij is the clutter
power, and σv;ij is the root mean-square (RMS) of the clutter
internal velocity. It is worth noting that the Doppler PSD Sij
is different for different transmit-receive paths due to the nonhomogeneous environment. Figure 1 shows the PSD of the
clutter as a function of the Doppler frequency in several cases
of the RMS of the clutter internal velocity when the clutter
power is unity. The figure demonstrates that the PSD of the
clutter is in general located in the low frequency region, and
the clutter spread is controlled by σv;ij . It is observed from
the figure that the smaller the value of σv;ij , the more spiked
the clutter PSD. In other words, the spread of the clutter PSD
is narrow when the RMS of the clutter internal velocity is
small. As the RMS of the clutter internal velocity increases,
the spread of the clutter PSD becomes broader.
Computing the inverse Fourier transform of the clutter PSD
(8), the temporal correlation function of the clutter associated
with the ij th transmit-receive path can be obtained as [1]
Z

∞

rij (τ ) =

Sij (fD )e2πfD τ dfD

−∞

= Pij e−8(

πτ σv;ij
λ

2

) .

(9)

The discrete correlation function of the clutter is obtained by
sampling the temporal correlation function (9) at τ = nTp ,

that is, r̃(n) , r(nTp ), n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. Therefore, the
covariance matrix of the clutter is obtained as


r̃ij (0)
r̃ij (1)
...
r̃ij (N − 1)


..

 r̃ij (1)
rij (0)
...
.
 . (10)
Cij = 


..
..
..

.
.
.
r̃ij (1) 
r̃ij (N − 1)
...
r̃ij (1)
r̃ij (0)

[βij;1 , . . . , βij;L ]T , H , [a(f1 ), . . . , a(fL )], and {f` }L
`=1 are
the Doppler frequencies in the low frequency region. Using the
GLRT concept, the moving target detector reported in [13] is
stated as

Alternatively, the clutter covariance matrix can be computed
using the approximate formula
Z F2s
Cij =
Sij (fD )a(fD )aH (fD )dfD ,
(11)

where κD is a threshold properly selected for a given probability of false alarm, and

TGLRT =

H
Cij = Uij Λij UH
ij + Vij Γij Vij

≈ Uij Λij UH
ij ,

(12)

where Λij is the Lij × Lij diagonal matrix which contains the
principal eigenvalues of Cij and Uij is the N × Lij matrix
which contains the corresponding eigenvectors. In (12), Γij
denotes the (N −Lij )×(N −Lij ) diagonal matrix which contains the non-principal eigenvalues of Cij , i.e., the eigenvalues
of approximately zero value. The corresponding eigenvectors
are contained in the matrix Vij . For each transmit-receive pair,
the number of principal eigenvalues Lij can be selected such
that the ratio of the sum of the principal eigenvalues to the
sum of all eigenvalues exceeds a certain level, e.g., 99%. This
means that the approximation in (12) retains 99% of the clutter
energy.
Using (12), we propose to model the clutter signal component in (1) as a linear combination of the principal eigenvectors
of Cij , that is,
cij =

Lij
X

gij;` uij;` = Uij gij ,

(13)

`=1
th

where uij;` is the ` eigenvector, gij;` is the complex weight
associated with the `th eigenvector, gij , [gij;1 , . . . , gij;Lij ]T ,
and Uij , [uij;1 , . . . , uij;Lij ].

cij =

L
X

βij;` a(f` ) = Hβ ij ,

(14)

`=1

where L is the number of discrete clutter components in
the Doppler domain, βij;` is the unknown coefficient associated with the `th discrete clutter component, β ij =

≷ κD ,

(15)

(16)

Using the signal model (1) and the proposed cluttter model
(13), the likelihood function under hypothesis H1 can be
written as

1 X
||xij
f1 (X, α, G, σz2 ) = ζ exp − 2
σz i,j

− αij a(fij ) − Uij gij ||2 ,
(17)
where X = [x11 , . . . , xMt Mr ] is the N × Mt Mr data matrix,
G = [g11 , . . . , gMt Mr ] is the L × Mt Mr unknown weight
matrix, α , [α11 , . . . , αMt Mr ]T is the Mt Mr × 1 vector of
reflection coefficients, and ζ , (πσ2 )N1 Mt Mr . Similarly, the
z
likelihood function under hypothesis H0 can be written as


1 X
||xij − Uij gij ||2 , (18)
f0 (X, G, σz2 ) = ζ exp − 2
σz i,j
The generalized-likelihood ratio testing (GLRT) is based on
evaluating the test statistic
GLRT =

maxα,G,σz2 f1 (X, α, G, σz2 )
.
maxG,σz2 f0 (X, G, σz2 )

(19)

The optimization of (19) can be performed by taking the loglikelihood function of the numerator and denominator and
optimizing over the unknown parameters α, G, and σz2 . The
derivation is straightforward and similar to the one given in
[13]. The detailed proof under the proposed clutter model will
be given in a future paper. The proposed moving target detector
can thus be stated as
TD =

A discrete clutter model was adopted in [13] based on
the asummption that the clutter return is caused by a finite
number of discrete scatterers. The corresponding clutter signal
is modeled as [13]

H1

aH (fij )P⊥
H a(fij ) H0
i=1 j=1

B. Proposed Moving Target Detector

IV. G ENERALIZED L IKELIHOOD R ATIO T EST
A. Previous Detector

2

H
−1 H
P⊥
H .
H = IN − H(H H)

− F2s

where Fs , 1/Tp is the slow-time sampling frequency. Let
µij;n , n = 1, . . . , N be the eigenvalues of the positive semidefinite matrix Cij , where µij;1 ≥ µij;2 ≥ . . . ≥ µij,N . Then,
the matrix Cij can be written as

Mt X
Mr aH (f )P⊥ x
X
ij
H ij

Mt X
Mr aH (f )P⊥ x
X
ij
Uij ij
i=1 j=1

aH (f

2
H1

≷ κD ,

⊥
ij )PUij a(fij ) H0

(20)

where κD is a threshold that can be properly selected for a
given probability of false alarm, and
H
−1 H
P⊥
Uij
Uij , IN − Uij (Uij Uij )

= IN − Uij UH
ij

(21)

is the projection matrix projecting onto the orthogonal complement to the subspace spanned by the clutter basis vector
uij;` , ` = 1, . . . , Lij .

C. SINR Loss
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Fig. 2. SINR loss versus normalized Doppler frequency.
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The optimal SINR is defined for the case where the target
return is contaminated by noise only. In this case, it simplifies
to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), that is,
SNRopt (fD ) =

-0.4

(23)

2

⊥
aH (fD )P⊥
Uij RC+N PUij a(fD )

σα2 N 2
H
a (fD )σz2 IN a(fD )

-40

-60

(25)

The SINR loss is defined as the ratio of the actual SINR to
the optimal SINR.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In our simulations, we assume a distributed MIMO radar
system comprising multiple transmit and multiple receive
antennas which are widely separated from each other. In the
first example, we examine the SINR loss for the proposed
method, the discrete Doppler model adopted in [13] as well
as for the matched-filter case. The carrier frequency used is
1 GHz and the pulse repetition frequency is 1 kHz, i.e., PRI
is 1 ms. In the first example, we assume that N = 128
pulses are collected during a CPI. We consider two cases
where the clutter internal velocities are σv = 1 m/s and
σv = 5 m/s, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the SINR loss for all
methods when the clutter-to-noise ratio (CNR) is 30 dB. We
assume that an SINR loss of −10 dB or less is acceptable
for reliable detection. The figure shows that the proposed
method has an SINR loss that is almost the same as that of
the matched-filter. This means that the minimum detectable
target velocity (i.e., SINR loss at −10 dB) is almost the same
for the proposed method and the matched-filter. On the other
hand, the minimum detectable velocity for the method of [13]
is much larger than the one for the matched-filter. Fig. 3 shows
the SINR loss for all methods when the clutter-to-noise ratio

SINR loss (dB)

σα2 N 2 aH (fD )P⊥
Uij a(fD )

-30

-50

Similarly, we highlight the SINR loss that the proposed method
suffers due to applying the orthogonal projection P⊥
Uij xij in
(20). The SINR for the proposed method is defined for each
transmit-receive pair as
SINR2 (fD ) =

-20

(22)

where σα is the variance of the target reflection coefficient and
RC+N is the covariance matrix of the interference-plus-noise,
that is,
H

Matched-filter
Discrete Doppler model
Proposed Doppler model

0

SINR loss (dB)

To highlight the difference between the proposed moving
target detector and the detector developed in [13], we investigate the effect of performing orthogonal projection on the
received data before applying target detection. In particular, we
analyze the signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) loss
that the method of [13] suffers due to applying the orthogonal
projection P⊥
H xij in (15). The SINR in this case is defined as
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Fig. 3. SINR loss versus normalized Doppler frequency.

(CNR) is 40 dB, i.e., strong clutter return. The figure shows
that the proposed method is robust to powerful clutter returns
and performs similar to the matched-filter. On the other hand,
the method of [13] exhibits a fluctuating performance over
the entire Doppler range, i.e., at some Doppler frequencies
the SINR loss is higher than −10 dB and at other Doppler
frequencies it is lower than −10 dB. Figs 4 and 5 show the
SINR loss for all methods tested for the case of σv = 5 m/s,
i.e., for the case where the clutter is widely spread in the
Doppler domain. The two figures mirror the results shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. The figures show that the proposed method
is robust to clutter power variation and clutter spread in the
Doppler domain.
In the second example, we test the probability of detection
versus the probability of false alarm. The carrier frequency
used is 1.5 GHz and the pulse repetition frequency is 400 Hz,
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Fig. 6. Probability of detection versus probability of false alarm.
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The problem of moving target detection in distributed
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar under the assumption of spatially heterogeneous clutter environment was
considered. It is assumed that the clutter power and Doppler
spread changes from one cell to another. Even under the same
cell, the clutter components associated with different transmitreceive pairs are dissimilar due to the azimuth-selective backscattering of the distributed MIMO radar. A new method for
estimating the non-homogeneous clutter for every transmitreceive pair was developed. For each transmit-receive path,
the clutter is modeled as a linear combination of appropriately
selected basis vectors. The clutter component is adaptively
estimated based on maximizing the clutter power and maximally rejecting the power associated with target reflections.
A generalized-likelihood ratio test (GLRT) for moving target
detection was developed.

Fig. 5. SINR loss versus normalized Doppler frequency.
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